Principal, Private Equity
Argand Partners is a New York and San Francisco Bay Area-based middle-market private equity firm
that targets market-leading industrial companies with under-resourced and unrealized global growth
potential. Argand companies have strong market share, sustainable competitive advantages,
defensive characteristics, and significant growth potential supported by secular demand trends. The
firm focuses on advanced manufacturing and business services companies with a strong U.S. nexus
(headquarters, significant operations, primary growth market, or majority of revenue) and often
significant global operations or expansion opportunities.
Argand is a growth-oriented control investor that engages with complex situations in order to buy
well. The team employs a hands-on approach to partnering with management to create value across
the investment lifecycle and help portfolio companies achieve their full potential as world-class,
industry-leading companies.
In 2021, Argand was named a 2021 Top 50 PE Firm in The Middle Market™. The award is designed
to acknowledge small and mid-sized leading private equity firms in the middle market. Argand is a
signatory to the UN-supported Principles for Responsible Investment and the ILPA Diversity in Action
initiative. Further information on Argand can be found on the website: www.argandequity.com
Job Description
Opportunity for an individual to join the investment team at Argand Partners. We are a diverse, women
and minority-owned firm comprised of a team of highly driven and dedicated investment professionals
that value innovative thinking and diverse perspectives. A new principal will get to work in a flat
structured, nimble environment supported by an inclusive culture and clear focus on high convictioninvesting across a range of manufacturing and business services companies.
In this senior role, Principals are responsible for sourcing, leading due diligence and deal execution,
and assisting in managing portfolio investments. We expect this role would also include leading new
investments with Partner support. We are looking for candidates who are passionate about working
closely with their colleagues as well as our portfolio company management teams and other
stakeholders in order to collectively achieve the best outcome for each investment. We are a team
that believes it is the unique strengths of each individual that enable us to achieve outsized
returns. Principals are expected to mentor and develop junior team members and reflect the firm’s
culture, including through team building and firm development projects. Candidates should have 810 years of experience and a proven track record of successful investment and portfolio involvement.
Global experience is a plus. Must be a self-starter.
Argand is an equal opportunity employer, and candidates of all backgrounds are encouraged to apply.
Contact
Interested and qualified candidates should forward their resumes to Heather Faust at
hfaust@argandequity.com.
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